As As electric network being intelligent, risk assessment of power information system has faced with a lot of hidde dangers of information security. Based on diversified tools for network security management, this paper proposes to fuses a variety of information sources and then output the results of classification. This method provides information of credible threat and vulnerabilities.
Introduction
Intellectualization of electric network in an important means to develop renewable energy and achieve energy saving and emission reduction. Intellectualization of electric network requires large-scale power information system which is more complicated and more extensive. So it faces with more hidden dangers of network. If we can provide a quantitative assessment for network risks, discover the problems existing in network and give the improving orientation, we can find a way to eliminate risks. This paper collects information from network management tools such as IDS, format and extract the feature values. Then make optimal choice of the feature values as input neuron of network. Train the radial basis function neural network based on improved genetic algorithm until meet the given error precision. So as to predict the value of threaten and provide credible information for dynamic risk assessment.
Neural Network
A. Radial basis function neural network with improvement genetic algorithm The ability of approaching the nonlinear function by BP network which based on gradient descent's method already obtains the extensive research in the theory and the applications.
But the BP algorithm has two prominent weaknesses.First, it will converge on the partial minimum point. This is because in the BP algorithm, correcting the network weight relies on first derivative information of the criterion function,when there has many partial minimum points in the solution space, once the initial network jurisdiction produced stochastically is set up unsuitably, will then the BP algorithm fall into the partially converge to be unable to escape. Second, the convergence rate is slow. Each joint weight of the network must make the adjustment to each input/output data, thus it causes the network studying speed to be very slow. But the radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) is an approaching partially network, whose speed of study is very fast. Simultaneously it has strong approximation of function and pattern classification ability. But the radial basis function neural network's learning algorithm is the non-surveillance's pattern taxonomic approach, so it's work load is very big. Moreover the category number assigns in advance, the category number's selection will affect the cluster performance.
The genetic algorithm happen to be one kind of brand new optimized algorithm, its merit is: parallel search, the search efficiency is very high; Does not need the objective function the differential value, has relaxed to the request of objective function; It belongs to the stochastic optimization process essentially, so the genetic algorithm does not have the partially converge problem.
In view of the BP network and the radial basis function neural network have some insufficiency and the advantage of tradition genetic algorithm. This paper references Ref. 1, operates alternately the autoadapted mechanism 's floating number code's genetic algorithm and the gradient descent law mix, takes the radial direction primary function network the learning algorithm, has formed based on the improvement genetic algorithm radial direction primary function network, it has overcome the radial direction primary function network in the existing learning algorithm flaw.
B. Radial basis function neural network The radial basis function neural network is one kind of neuron network architecture which proposed by Moody and Darken, it is one kind of three forward feed type neural network. The radial basis function is one kind of partial approaching network, which only has the minority neuron to input space's some local region to use in deciding the network the output. The radial basis function neural network surpasses the commonly used BP network on the ability of approaching network, classified ability and study speed. The radial basis function neural network is composed of three layers, its structure as shown in Figure 2 .1 The input layer node transmit input signal to hidden layer. The hidden layer node is described by the gauss kernel function (radial basis function), but output layer node is usually described by the simple linear function.
The action function (kernel function) of hidden layer node (sensation unit) will have the response to the input signal in the part, namely, when the input signal approaching the central scope of the kernel function, the hidden layer node will have the big output. Therefore, the radial basis function network is the partial approximating function, has the study speed quick merit, what its primary function is commonly used is the gauss function, As follows: 
D. Algorithm Flow
Network structure and parameters of the study is divided into two phases, the training and the evolution. First, individuals with the number of N are randomly generated which compose a group. Then using the gradient descentlearning of each individual chromosome number of hidden nodes in the network corresponding to the center value and width parameter , and then learning the weight by the Least squares; Genetic evolutionary algorithm and then optimized number of hidden nodes, by alternating these two processes to obtain the minimum number of hidden nodes required to meet the error basis functions and have different width parameter of the RPF network.
The Data Fusion Based On Neural Network
Multi-source data fusion technology due to the use of neural network technology, and thus has many advantages: 1) The information of neural networks is stored in the connection weights and the joint structure of the neural networks a unified connection weights in the network structure and connectivity, making information that the form of a unified, easy managed, and building a knowledge base.
2) The neural network can increase the ability of fault tolerance for processing information, when some information source presents the expiration, neural network's fault-tolerant ability may cause the examination system normal work, and outputs the reliable information.
3) The self-organization and selflearning functions of the neural network, which enables the system to adapt to the examination circumstances to change and the examination information uncertainty unceasingly.
Specific Application And Experiment
A. Data acquisition There are two ways of data sources of dynamic risk assessment: network-based and host-based. Network transmission of data packets in accordance with the hierarchical structure of network protocols, each packet has its own format. There are many sniffers tools such as Tcpdump, WinDump, Tshark, Snort, Ethereal, etc., can monitor the network, also can access the flow of packets in network. In addition, the data collected by some intrusion detection products (such as the Dragon, NFR, etc.) are also available for our use. Host-based data sources including the operating system audit records and system logs as well as the log information of the applications. The final step of data collection is data standardization. we use the Intrusion Detection exchange format (intrusion detection message exchange format, IDMEF) as the standard format of information, and then using CVE (common vulnerabilities and exposures) for standardization, for each vulnerable point to determine a unique name and standardized description.
B. Extraction of characteristic parameters When carrying out the network information fusion by making use of radial basis function based on improved genetic algorithm. First, we extract the collected data which have been standardized and extract the parameters, then, we analyze and optimize the extracted parameters taking advantage of the forward model, and draw in these aspects of understanding that various characteristic parametersreflect the size of threat motivation, combined with the experience of experts to determine the characteristic parameters which have large correlation with the motivation of threat, and regard them as the input neurons of radial basis function network of the improved genetic algorithm. By analyze and optimize the extracted parameters, combined with a large number of expert experience and experiment, we final choose type of attack, time of attack, the source and target of attack as the key characteristic parameters, and use them as the input neurons of the network.
C. study on the experiment We collect the known samples of 800, samples include the output results, the motive of the treat source are respectively very intense, intense, generally and nothing, which ensure the completeness of the samples. Then calculate its pattern class for all samples based on the level of motivation of threat source using the optimal retention adaptive genetic algorithm and K-NN algorithm. We can get four model class by optimizing and calculation. The topological structure of radial basis function based on the improved genetic algorithm is 32-4-1, there are 32 nodes in the input layer, and 4 nodes in the hidden layer, and one neuron in the output layer, and intensity of motivation of threat source. To illustrate the advantages and feasibility of radial basis function network based on the improved genetic algorithm in the prediction and identifying of threat on dynamic risk assessment. This paper uses the RBF network of improved genetic algorithms and BP network and to test, 800 collected samples will be randomly divided into 4 groups, each time removed 160 from a group as the training samples, and the remaining 40 as test samples. The two network done four times of training and four times of test respectively. Training error and testing error respectively are the average of the four times of training error and the four times of testing error, the results are shown in Table 4 .1. We can see from the table, the training error, the test error and the standard deviation of test error based on radial basis function network of the improved genetic algorithms and all are less than BP network.
